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Effect of particle size and interparticle force on the fluidization behavior of gas-fluidized beds
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Gas-fluidized powders of fine particles display a fluidlike regime in which the bed does not have a yield
strength, it expands uniformly as the gas velocity is increased and macroscopic bubbles are absent. In this
paper we test the extension of this fluidlike regime as a function of particle size and interparticle attractive
force. Our results show that for sufficiently large particles, bubbling initiates just after the solidlike fluidized
regime as it is obtained experimentally by other workers. A scaling behavior of the solid-phase pressure in the
fluidlike regime and a predictive criterion for the onset of macroscopic bubbling are analyzed in the light of
these results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of fine powders is a keystone of an incre
ing number of high-technology industrial processes. For
ample, fluidized beds, consisting of a vertical column ves
partially filled with a powder resting on a porous filter and
flowing fluid pumped from below, are extensively used
applications that take advantage of their excellent fluid-so
mixing and transport capabilities.

Back in 1973 Geldart@1# proposed an empirical classifi
cation of powders according to their fluidization propert
that has been widely used by chemical engineers. Gel
summarized his observations in terms of the particle s
versus the relative density difference between the fluid ph
and the solid particles. According to Geldart, GroupA ~aer-
atable! powders give a region of ‘‘homogeneous’’ fluidiza
tion in which the particles are supported by the drag force
the fluid and the bed expands smoothly as the fluid velo
is increased, taking the appearance of a low viscosity fl
Above a certain fluid velocity this fluidlike regime is fo
lowed by a bubbling regime in which a large part of the g
is trapped from the dense phase by rising macrosco
bubbles and bed expansion is curtailed. More comm
GroupB powders consist of coarser and denser particles t
Group A powder particles and give only bubbling fluidiza
tion. This group includes sandlike materials. GroupC pow-
ders are very fine, cohesive powders that are incapabl
fluidize and tend to rise as a slug of solids or to form ch
nels through which the fluid will escape rather than be
distributed through the bulk. The border between GroupA
and B powders is not clear cut. For instance, it has be
found that the fluid pressure influences the bubbling beh
ior. Elevated pressure produce more homogeneous gas-
flow structure by intensifying particle-fluid interaction an
suppressing particle-particle interactions, thereby extend
the uniform fluidization regime@2#.

A fine powder showing an amazing behavior and used
the xerographic industry is toner. In the last decades im
quality requirements leaded to a reduction of toner part
size in expenses of loosing the good flowability exhibited
the old-fashion toners, for which the interparticle attract
forces were comparable with the inertial forces. Nowad
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xerographic toners are made of polymer particles with a v
ume average sizedp,;10 mm. For such a small particle
size we would predict GroupC typical sticky behavior since
interparticle attractive forces are several orders of magnit
larger than particle weight. The need of reducing cohesi
ness was approached by means of the use of additives.
addition of fumed silica nanoparticles, which became d
persed on the surface of the toner particles, decreases
interparticle adhesion and thus causes a shift to well-beha
Group A powders. Moreover, the small particle size and
low density (rp;1 gr/cm3) allowed for an extended interva
of ‘‘homogeneous’’ fluidization in which the bed could ex
pand uniformly up to reach solid volume fractions as low
0.1 @3#. This behavior contrasts with the behavior of GroupA
powders usually encountered in commercial gas-fluidiz
systems, for which the interval of nonbubbling fluidization
rather short.

Experiments reported by Rietema and co-workers@4#, Tsi-
nontides and Jackson@5#, and Menon and Durian@6# on gas-
fluidized particles of sizedp>50 mm indicated the absenc
of grain dynamics in the uniformly fluidized state. The
researchers asserted that in the fluidized state the part
are static in direct contact with each other, thus providing
elastic modulus to the bed that stabilizes it against sm
perturbations. This picture was indeed upheld by theoret
investigations based on the kinetic theory. Koch and Sang
@7# derived the particle-phase pressure of a homogene
suspension of particles in a gas interacting via instantane
hard-sphere collisions and hydrodynamic interactions. Th
linear stability analysis indicated that the homogeneous s
of a fluidlike gas-fluidized bed is always unstable, leadi
them to the conclusion that bubbling can be only restrain
by a solidlike behavior of the expanded beds in agreem
with Rietema and other’s experiments. However, it cont
dicted empirical observations@8# on some particular gas
fluidized systems belonging to GroupA in the Geldart’s clas-
sification scheme that exhibit a fluidlike ‘‘homogeneou
regime. Our measurements on the yield strength and d
sivity of our gas-fluidized fine powders with reduced coh
siveness clearly showed that both regimes, the solidlike~be-
low a certain gas velocityvc larger than the minimum
fluidization velocityvm f) and the fluidlike~abovevc), might
be encountered in the so-called interval of ‘‘homogeneo
fluidization @9#.
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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A deeper insight into the local dynamics of the fluidlik
regime has recently revealed the presence of mesoscale
tiotemporal structures and short-lived voidage instabilit
@3# whose characteristic temporal frequency gradually
creases with gas velocity. Well-organized fluctuations@10,11#
and transient voids@12# have also been discovered in liquid
fluidized beds. Duru and Guazelli showed that in liquid fl
idization local voids grew into macroscopic real bubble-li
structures for sufficiently high density beads~particle
density/liquid densityrp /r f'8) @12#. Thus, in close simi-
larity with observations in liquid-fluidized beds, we shou
conclude that our gas-fluidized beds are actually unsta
throughout the fluidlike nonbubbling regime. Even thou
this instability does not grow into fully developed bubbles
certainly denies the applicability of hydrodynamic linear
weakly nonlinear stability analyses that have been emplo
in the past to predict the onset of bubbling@13#. Still the
question of why large bubbles develop above certain fl
velocities remains unexplained.

Undoubtedly bubbling must be inhibited by some co
plex hydrodynamic mechanism for sufficiently small pa
ticles, yet a relative role of interparticle forces should not
unequivocally dismissed. Numerical simulations of bubbli
beds have recently shown that when the attractive inter
ticle force was increased the average size of bubbles
creased and the coalescence rate of bubbles slowed d
@14#. It is well known that van der Waals attractive forc
much larger than particle weight for micrometer-sized p
ticles, causes the aggregation of fluidized fine particles@15#.
Independent empirical observations suggest that the siz
aggregates could influence the transition to the bubbly
gime: The homogeneity of fluidization has been substanti
improved in some cases when the aggregates could be
rupted by means of external agents such as vibration@16# or
ultrasonics@17#. Changes occurring during fluidization o
some fcc catalysts have been observed as the interpa
attractive forces were increased by increasing tempera
@18#. Bubbling of beds of metallic particles could be su
pressed controlling interparticle forces by means of an ex
nal magnetic field@19#.

One of our aims in this paper is to contribute to fill th
gap between the observations on one side of a bubble
fluidlike regime for small particles and on the other side
just bubbling fluidization for larger particles. Following
suggestion by Jackson@20#, the extension of the fluidlike
regime interval and the onset of bubbling are experiment
investigated using specially designed powders of several
ticle sizes and different cohesiveness. This work will allo
us to elucidate a role of interparticle forces and particle s
on fluidization behavior.

II. EXPERIMENTAL POWDERS

Toner particles made of the random copolymer styre
n-butylmethacrylate (rp51.14 g/cm3) were produced by an
attrition process followed by size classification by means o
cyclone separator apparatus. In this way we had availa
four sets of powders with volume averaged particle sizedp
519.1, 15.4, 11.8, and 7.8mm. These powders were subs
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quently blended with nanoparticles of fumed silica, whi
became dispersed on the toner particle surface. 32% and
of surface area coverage~SAC! were used. The addition o
these nanoparticles allowed for a reduction of the interp
ticle adhesion force because silica is considerably ha
than polymer and thus the additive increases the con
hardness; silica also decreases the adhesion force by re
ing the typical size of the surface asperities at cont
@21,22#. In the fluidlike regime toner particles are aggr
gated. Assuming that in sedimentation aggregates beh
like effective spheres with a hydrodynamic radius equal
their radius of gyrationR, we derived elsewhere the averag
number of particles per aggregate~N! and the average ratio
of aggregate size to particle size (k[2R/dp) @15,23# ~see
Table I!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the experiments reported in this paper a powder sam
of massm was held in ar 52.21 cm radius polycarbonat
cylinder, the base of which is a sintered metal filter of 5mm
pore size. For this bed radius wall effects are negligible@24#.
A dry nitrogen tank furnished with a mass flow controll
supplied adjustable gas flow. All the measurements starte
driving the powder into the bubbling regime by imposing
very large gas flow to the bed. Once the powder is in
bubbling regime it had lost memory of its previous histo
Then the gas flow was decreased down to a given va
After the bed had reached a stationary state its heighth was
read from an ultrasonic sensor and the average solid vol
fraction f @f5m/(rppr 2h)# was computed.

IV. RESULTS

In Fig. 1 the solid volume fraction is plotted as a functio
of the superficial gas velocityvg for powders with the same
SAC ~32%!, i.e., same value of interparticle van der Waa
force (FvdW.1.6 nN @15#!. In Fig. 1 we delineate the tran
sitions between the different fluidization regimes. The g
velocity at the transition to the solidlike regimevc is taken
from the point at which the development of enduring co
tacts cause a slow down of the settling process@15#. We must
note, however, that the transition solidlike-fluidlike tak
place along an interval of gas velocities in which transie

TABLE I. dp , particle size;N, average number of particles pe
aggregate in the fluidized bed;k, average ratio of aggregate size
particle size;fb

expt, experimental value of the solid volume fractio
at the initiation of bubbling;fb

theor, theoretical value of the solid
volume fraction at the initiation of bubbling according to Eq.~7!;
Fr, Froude number at the bubbling point based on aggregate
~values corresponding to 32% SAC!.

dp ~mm! N k fb
expt fb

theor Fr

7.8 63 5.22 0.089 0.087 0.14
11.8 23.7 3.55 0.140 0.146 0.09
15.4 12.4 2.72 0.177 0.188 0.07
19.1 9.6 2.45 0.228 0.229 0.04
5-2
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EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE AND INTERPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051305 ~2003!
fluidlike regions alternate with transient solid networks. Th
issue is extensively discussed elsewhere@3#. In the fluidlike
regimef decreases steadily as the gas velocity is increa
down to the minimum valuefb that the two-phase system
able to sustain. If the gas velocity is further increased ab
this critical point, macroscopic bubbles rise across the
andf increases, with oscillations of the free surface due
gas bubbles burst. The gas velocity at incipient macrosco
bubblingvb is well determined and we take it from the poi
in Fig. 1 at which the solid fraction starts to increase as
gas velocity is increased.

V. DISCUSSION

A clear outcome from Fig. 1 is that the fluidlike regim
shortens as particle size is increased. Let us consider
intervalDvg[vb2vc , which is plotted in Fig. 2 against th
ratio of interparticle van der Waals forceFvdW to particle
weight Wp ~granular Bond number Bog[FvdW /Wp). It is
seen thatDvg shows a logarithmic increase with Bog . An
extrapolation of the results givesDvg→0 for Bog,;10,
indicating that the fluidlike regime should shrink to zero f
fluidized beds of large enough particles. For instance, in
case of glass beads (rp.2.5 g/cm3) we estimateFvdW

[Ada /(24z0
2).8 nN ~Hamaker constantA.1.5310219 J,

typical asperity sizeda.0.2 mm @25#, and minimum inter-
particle distancez0.4 Å @26#!, and thus the conditionBog
,;10 would be met fordp.;40 mm. Thus, for particles
of size larger than;40 mm, macroscopic bubbling would
initiate immediately after the solidlike regime. This is in a
cordance with experiments reported in the literature@6# and
with a fluidization test we made in our lab, using a system
glass beads withdp.60 mm. Interestingly, a similar thresh
old is found for the aggregation of particles@15,27#, suggest-

FIG. 1. Average solid volume fractionf of the fluidized powder
as a function of the superficial gas velocityvg . Particle size is
indicated in the inset. Surface additive coverage is held cons
~32%!. The limits between the solidlike, fluidlike, and bubblin
regimes are shown. Error bars represent the typical standard d
tion of the time signal off for a given vg in each regime. The
arrows show the predicted values for the solid volume fraction
incipient bubbling, using a modified version of the FG criterion.
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ing that the formation of low-density aggregates plays a c
cial role in promoting the gas-solid interaction and thus
preventing the growth of large bubbles along an exten
pseudoturbulent fluidlike interval.

Figure 3 shows the effect of reducing the surface sil
coverage from 32% down to 8%~thus increasing the van de
Waals force from 1.6 nN up to 3.4 nN@15#! for a given
particle size~the same effect is obtained for other partic
sizes!. We observe that, in the fluidlike regime, the bed
more cohesive particles shows larger values off for a given
gas velocity, whereas the opposite happens in the solid
regime. This behavior may be rationalized as follows: As
additive surface coverage is decreased the interparticle
tractive force increases and particles tend to be slightly m
aggregated@15#. Thus for larger aggregates the gas veloc
required to reach a given value of the solid volume fract

nt

ia-

t

FIG. 2. Extension of the fluidlike regime as a function of th
ratio of interparticle van der Waals force to particle weight. T
SAC% of the toner particles is indicated.

FIG. 3. Average solid volume fractionf of the fluidized powder
as a function of the superficial gas velocityvg for powders with the
same particle size (15.4mm) but different SAC~shown!. The ar-
rows indicate the bubbling point. This figure has been recently
viewed by Sundaresan@39#. Please note that the figure shown
that review displays the interstitial gas velocityv i instead of the
superficial gas velocityvg @v i5vg/~12f!# for the powder with
32% SAC. This minor difference does not alter the discussion p
sented in the text.
5-3
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VALVERDE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051305 ~2003!
in the diluted fluidlike regime should be higher as we see
Fig. 3. Accordingly the gas velocity needed to reach the b
bling regime increases with the reduction of surface addit
On the other side when the gas velocity is decreased dow
the point at which the solidlike regime is reached aggrega
roll or slide over each other until they land at static positio
and form permanent networks. The higher the interpart
attractive force the less efficient is the rearrangement of
gregates leaving behind larger void spaces. This lead
smaller values off for a given gas velocity as we see in Fi
3. We have plotted in Fig. 2 the extension of the fluidli
regime interval for the beds with increased cohesiveness
it can be seen thatvb2vc follows the same law with Bog.

Even though our experiments are restricted to toner p
ticles for which the van der Waals force provides the m
source of interparticle attraction, recent numerical simu
tions as well as experiments with magnetic and wet partic
also show that the role of interparticle force on fluidizati
behavior must scale with the particle weight@28#. Further-
more, our results agree qualitatively with the results
Rhodeset al. @28# who obtain by means of a Discrete El
ment Method simulation that the interval of nonbubbling b
expansion shrinks to zero for Bog→1.

VI. A PREDICTIVE CRITERION FOR THE INITIATION
OF MACROSCOPIC BUBBLING

More than half a century ago Wilhelm and Kwauk deli
eated the transition to the bubbling regime based on the
pirical Froude number criterion, Fr5v2/(gdp).1 wherev is
the fluid velocity andg is the gravity field@29#. However,
researchers found an order of magnitude of difference
tween, for instance, air-fluidized glass beads~Fr51.1! and
air-fluidized lead shot~Fr585! @30#. In addition, the criterion
failed to predict the observed instability in liquid-fluidize
beds, for which Fr;0.1,1 @12,30#. Using the effective size
of the aggregates for our gas-fluidized powders we estim
Fr;102121022 ~Table I! at incipient bubbling, thus deny
ing the applicability of the Wilhelm and Kwauk criterion i
close analogy with liquid-fluidized beds. Later in 1984, Fo
colo and Gibilaro~FG! @31# formulated the predictive crite
rion for fb ,

~g dp!1/250.56nv tfb
1/2~12fb!n21. ~1!

Herev t is the Stokes settling velocity of a single partic
andn is the exponent in the phenomenological Richards
Zaki ~RZ! law @32#, vg5v t(12f)n. By including the pref-
actor 0.56 in the right hand side of the equation FG admit
n54.8 according to earlier RZ empirical observations on
expansion and settling of fluidized beds at low particle R
nolds numbers@32#. We find in the literature a variation in
the empirical values of the Richardson-Zaki exponent ma
due to wall effects, residual polydispersity effects and iner
screening effects as pointed out by Snabre and Mills@33#. As
we are dealing with gas-fluidized beds we give above a s
plified version of the FG criterion by neglecting the ratio
gas density to particle density.
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The original derivation of Eq.~1! was based on the gen
eral criterion proposed by Wallis to describe bubbles as c
centration shocks that originate when the propagation ve
ity of a voidage disturbance (uf) rises faster than the elasti
response rate of the bed. FG used foruf the well-established
relation

uf52f
dvg

df
, ~2!

wherevg was related tof by the RZ law. On the other hand
the elastic wave velocityue must be calculated as

ue5S 1

rp

]p

]f D 1/2

, ~3!

wherep is the particle-phase pressure. As earlier sugges
by Verloop and Heertjes@34#, Foscolo and Gibilaro ne-
glected particle inertia and relatedp to the fluid-particle drag
force in an ideal homogeneous state, arriving at

p5 1
3 nrpgdpf2;rpgdpf2. ~4!

This is a wrong derivation, however, since the pressure va
tion cannot be due only to a dissipative process but, as n
by Batchelor@13# and Jackson@35#, momentum transport by
particle fluctuations and collisions must be necessarily c
sidered. The linear stability analysis of Batchelor@13# yields
for the particle pressurep;rpvg

2fF(f), where F(f) is
some function of the solids fraction. Taking into account th
when a particle is effectively isolated (f→0) p→0 and that
p must be zero again when the particles are locked in
packed assembly (f→fc), Batchelor suggested the simp
representationF(f)'(f/fc)@12(f/fc)#. This rough esti-
mate drove him to values ofp in the dilute limit comparable
to the FG prediction@36#. Still there is not a general consen
sus on a correct formulation of the particle pressure.

It must be remarked that, even though the bed manifes
smooth appearance to the naked eye in the fluidlike regi
the existence of mesoscale spatiotemporal structures@3,12#
indicates that the fluidlike regime is not truly homogeneo
after all. In fact, as pointed out by Jackson@35#, the FG
criterion fails to predict the onset of primary instability ob
served in liquid fluidized beds consisting of voidage wav
that do not develop into recognizable bubbles. In spite
these severe drawbacks, the survival of the FG criterion
discriminate visible bubbling along years of experiments
fascinating. In their paper Foscolo and Gibilaro report
good agreement with experimental data on liquid and
fluidized beds at both laminar and turbulent conditions@31#.
Over the next years the FG criterion was successfully app
under systematic variations of relevant parameters on
bubbling point of gas-fluidized beds such as pressure, t
perature, and addition of fines@37#. Moreover, measurement
of the collisional particle pressure in liquid-solid flow
yielded, in the rangef,;0.3, similar results to those pre
dicted from the FG model, whereas results of collision-ba
models were in poor correspondence with the experime
@36#. Therefore it seems that the scalingp;rpgdpf2 can be
taken at least as an empirical fact.
5-4
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EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE AND INTERPARTICLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051305 ~2003!
Let us extend Eq.~1! to our case of aggregated fine pa
ticles. According to our previous model@23#, aggregates are
viewed like effective spheres with a hydrodynamic rad
equal to their radius of gyration and undergoing a collisio
dynamics. The average number of aggregated particlesN and
the ratio of aggregate size to particle sizek are derived fitting
a generalized RZ lawvg* 5v t* (12f* )n, wherev t* 5v tN/k
@23# is the Stokes velocity of a single aggregate andf*
5fk3/N @23# is the volume fraction filled by the aggregate
to the results of settling experiments@15,23#. We admit that
the voidage wave velocity can be obtained as

uf* 52f*
dvg*

df*
5k2fv tnS 12f

k3

N D n21

. ~5!

Following the same approach a straightforward general
tion of the particle pressure is given byp*
;r* gkdp(f* )2, wherer* 5rpN/k3 @23# is the density of
the aggregate. Thus, for our effective system of aggrega
the elastic wave velocity can be calculated as

ue* 5S 1

r*

]p*

]f*
D 1/2

;S gdpf
k4

N D 1/2

. ~6!

If we admit that visible bubbling is a consequence o
nonlinear process leading to the development of concen
tion shocks we can recover the Wallis criterion relating bu
bling to the crisis that results from the balance between
voidage and elastic waves velocities. Thus, equatinguf*
;ue* we obtain a predictive criterion for the solid volum
fraction at the onset of macroscopic bubbling

~g dp!1/2;nv tN
1/2fb

1/2S 12fb

k3

N D n21

. ~7!

As can be seen in Table I this modified criterion yields valu
of fb quite close to the experimental ones. It must
stressed, however, that we propose an order of magnitud
ue* based on the scaling of the particle pressurep*
;r* gkdp(f* )2. Since aggregates of our cohesive partic
have a fractal dimension (D5 ln N/ln k) close to 2.5
~diffusion-limited aggregation limit! @15# we can write p
;rpgdpk3/2f2 where the influence of interparticle forces
explicit in the ratio of aggregate size to particle sizek, show-
ing that the aggregation of particles contributes to rise p
ticle pressure and thus has a stabilizing action.
P

S
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

By extending the range of particle size downwards
have illustrated the connection between the two mechani
that have been proposed in the literature as responsible
suppressing bubbling in fluidized beds, on one hand hyd
dynamic forces and on the other interparticle forces.
though both mechanisms seemed to be contradictory
present work shows that they are rather complementary.
extent of the fluidlike regime and thus the relative role
hydrodynamic stabilization shortens as particle size is
creased, indicating that large bubbles are just restrained
yield stresses for sufficiently large particles. Nevertheless
inherent instability of the fluidlike regime confirms tha
bubble macrostructures cannot be the result of a linear
parture from a homogeneous state but a consequence
complex nonlinear hydrodynamic interaction in which inte
particle forces play a relative role by inducing particle agg
gation. Application of the Wallis criterion to predict the ons
of bubbling suggests that the particle pressure in the pseu
urbulent fluidlike regime scales asp;rpgdpk3/2f2. This
law is in contradiction with the sublinear dependence onf
theoretically predicted for a homogeneous state@7# but
agrees with direct measurements made on a liquid-fluidi
bed @36#. Presumably mesoscale structures affect the fl
characteristics profoundly~like is the case in riser flows
@38#!, and this would provide a stabilizing action against t
growth of macroscopic bubbles. To our knowledge we
the first workers able to succeed in fluidizing particles sm
enough to see an extended interval of uniform expans
with hydrodynamic stabilization. The complexities of hydr
dynamic interactions of the pseudoturbulent two-phase fl
make a theoretical model capable of predicting the scaling
the solid phase pressure a rather complicated challenge
remains to be addressed.
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